The ASCEND Center for Biomedical Research at Morgan State University invests in IGI Global databases to support technological research by faculty and students.

The partnership includes several key collaborations:

- A **custom logo** for Morgan State University’s Earl S. Richardson Library
- Individualized **trainings for faculty and librarians**. These trainings were recorded to be shared with faculty.
Ongoing collaborations:

- With a strong focus in medical studies, IGI Global provides **custom brochures** highlighting journals and books in this subject.

- IGI Global curates **article-level persistent URLs** to integrate into Blackboard for undergraduate courses, recent topics include biosensors and bioinformatics.
MIT library invests in IGI Global databases to stay current with information science and technology research. A new program for educational technology research is being developed and MIT turned to IGI Global for assistance:

- IGI Global created a **customized LibGuides box** that rotates to show the ten most recent educational technologies titles
- IGI Global developed a **customized brochure** for MIT
The University of Lima required specialized e-books to support new undergraduate and graduate programs in information science and technology fields.

Due to the emerging technology subject areas, IGI Global research was at the top of their list! With no DRM and unlimited users, the librarians worked with IGI Global to get the e-books into use. IGI Global created subject-specific buttons for the library website to allow users to quickly link into IGI Global’s platform.
The University of Phoenix library supports online courses by providing subject-specific links to the teaching faculty.

IGI Global collaborates with the university’s librarians to provide relevant Persistent URLs for use in online courses. With no DRM and no limits on users, IGI Global research is popular with students and faculty.
Mykolas Romeris University subscribes to InfoSci®-Journals to bring the latest information science and technology research to their faculty members.

IGI Global created a custom presentation to educate faculty members and show how to use IS&T resources, which was utilized by MRU librarians.
Providing a **detailed description** to display on MRU's webpage continually educates the research community about the innovative journals in the database.
Middle East Technology University subscribes to IGI Global’s databases for journals, books and videos. The librarians wanted to make sure that all relevant courses utilized the innovative IGI Global research.

The library copied **subject-specific guides** into their own from IGI Global LibGuides. In just a few minutes all of the key titles were in the library’s own guides with images and a link to the platform! Usage continues to increase.
IGI Global LibGuides feature:

- Continuously **updated with new research** as it is published
- **Customized search box** that can be used in LibGuides or on a website
- **Subject-specific “highlight” boxes** update titles with RSS feed
As a way to show our commitment to innovation in the fields of information science and technology, IGI Global has released Research Trends, a bi-monthly newsletter focusing on the emerging fields and topics within the studies of IS&T.

To sign up for the newsletter, and other IGI Global e-resources offerings, click here.